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Mlirton K&a (1987) has stated five conjectures devoted to the study of some binary morphisms and 
the factors of infinite words these morphisms generate. Positive answers to the first four of these 
conjectures are given in this paper, the main result being the characterization of a class of morphisms 
whose stationary words are Sturmian. 
1. Introduction 
K&a [7] has stated a series of interesting conjectures devoted to the study of some 
particular morphisms and the infinite words these morphisms generate. The aim of 
this paper is to give answers to the four conjectures of K&a. In particular, a large class 
of morphisms closely related to the Fibonacci morphisms, and whose stationary 
words are Sturmian, is defined in Section 4. This result is very interesting because the 
Fibonacci sequence has been widely studied [l, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 141 and is an 
example of Sturmian word. But less is known about other Sturmian words (which are 
of minimal complexity for the number of factors of any length) [2, $91 and the result 
given here is, to the best of my knowledge, the first known characterization of a simple 
way to obtain, automatically, Sturmian words. 
After some definitions and notations (Section 2), the first conjecture of Kbsa is 
proved in Proposition 3.3. The second conjecture of K&a is solved in Proposition 4.7 
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and, in the last section, using deep results on the Fibonacci numbers, the third and 
fourth conjectures of K&a are solved (Propositions 5.11 and 5.12). 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let A be a finite set called alphabet and A*, the free monoid generated by A. The 
elements of A are called letters and the elements of A* are called words. The neutral 
element of A *, also called the empty word, is denoted by E, and A + = A* - {E >. 
Let UEA*. IuI denotes the length ofu, i.e. the number of letters of U. In particular, 
1 E I= 0. If a~ A, I u Ia denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word U. 
The mirror image of a word ucA* is denoted by ii and is defined as follows: T. = E and 
if UEA+, u=xl... x,, Xi~A, 1 <i<n then C=X,,...X~. 
Let u and v be two words of A*. v is said to be a factor (left factor, rightfactor, proper 
fuctor)ofuifthereexistu,EA*andu,EA*suchthatu=u,vu,(u,=E,u,=E,u,#Eor 
Uz #E). 
For any aeA and kEN, ak represents the word composed of k occurrences of the 
single letter a. An injinite word on A is a function x: N+A. It is written as 
x=xOxl...x,, . . . . Xi~A. The set of infinite words on A is denoted by A” and 
A^ = A+ uA”. The notions of factor, left factor, proper factor are extended in a natural 
way to A. An infinite word x on A is said to be ultimately periodic if there exist ueA* 
and VEA* such that x=4”. 
Letf1J2, . . . ,f,, PEN, be endomorphisms on A. If { fi ,fi,. . . , f,} is considered as 
a p letter alphabet, any morphism g =fi, ofi, 0 ... ofi, (kE N and ij E{ 1, 2,. . . , p} for any 
Jo N, 1 d j< k), where 0 represents the function composition, can be seen as a word on 
the alphabet { fi, fi,. . , f,}. 
If 0 denotes the relation which associates with any such g the corresponding word 
on {fI,f2,..., f,}, the length of g (denoted as I/g 11) is the number of letters of 
{fI,f2,...,fP} in the word O(g). In the same manner, for any isN, ldidp, IlgIlf, 
denotes the number of occurrences of the letter& in the word O(g). 
Two morphisms f and g on A are said to be equal if, for any aE A, f (a) = g(u). Let f be 
a morphism on A and XEA~. x is said to be generated byfif there exist iE N and UEA 
such that, for any nEN, (f’)“(a) is a left factor of x and I(f ‘)“(a)l<l(f i)n+1(u)( (where 
(f i)n represents the morphismf’of io... of in ,imes). In this case the usual notation is: 
x=(f’)“(a). 
3. Conjecture 1 of K&a [7] 
Let A = {0, l} be an alphabet and Em(A), the monoid obtained by composing 
endomorphisms on A^. Let 
X: A*+A*, L: A*+A*, R: A*-+A*, 
O-1, OHO, OHO, 
l-0, l-01, l-10, 
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be endomorphisms. Let St(A) be the submonoid of Em(A) generated by {X, L, R) 
and Id, the identical transformation on A^ (Id(O)=O, Id(l)= l), which is the unit 
element of Em(A) and St(A). 
The two following equalities are obviously true in St(A): 
(1) X2=Id; 
(2) LR = RL. 
Furthermore, St(A) has also the following property. 
Property 3.1. For any kEN, 
(3) RXRkXL= LXLkXR. 
Before proving this property, it must be noted that in the original paper of Kbsa 
[7], composition was made from left to right (which means, for example, that the 
image of 0 by LXR was calculated as follows: (0)LXR =(O)XR =(l)R = 10). 
From now on, composition from right to left (LXR(0) = LX(O) = L(1) = 01) is used; 
this explains the slight differences from K&a’s notations. 
Proof of the property 3.1. For any kcN, one has 
Lk: A*+A*, Rk: A*+A*. 
OHO, OHO, 
lHOkl, lHIOk 
Thus, RXRkXL(0)=RXRkX(O)=RXRk(l)=RX(lOk)=O(lO)k and, in the same way, 
RXRkXL(l)=O(lO)k+l, LXLkXR(0)=(O1)kO, and LXLkXR(l)=(Ol)k+‘O. Conse- 
quently, for any ksN, RXRkXL=LXLkXR. II 
One can note that equality (2) is a particular case of (3) when k=O. The first 
conjecture of Kosa [7] is the following. 
Conjecture 3.2 (K&a [7, Problem 1491). (l), (2) and (3) firm a complete set of 
generating relations of St (A). 
Before proving this conjecture here is a useful definition: let GESt(A). G is called 
reduced if I/ G 11x2 =0 and O(g) does not contain any occurrence of RL (note that any 
GESt(A) can be reduced in applying, as much as possible, equalities (1) and (2). 
Furthermore, if G is reduced, then 11 G 11 is a well-defined unique number). 
Proposition 3.3. Let G and G’ be reduced elements of St(A) such that I/ G I) 3 (1 G’II. 
Then, the two following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) G=G’; 
(b) G’ can be obtained from G by using only equalities (1) (2) and (3). 
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Proof. The implication (b)+(a) being self evident, one has just to prove (a)*(b). This 
is proved by induction on 11 G 11. Let 11 G (I = m. The relation can be easily established for 
m < 5; so, let us suppose that it is true for any rns N, m 3 5, and show that it is then true 
for p=m+ 1. 
So, let GESt(A) be such that 11 G II =p, ~36 and FESt(A) such that G=XF or LF or 
RF. Let G’ESt(A) be such that 11 G’II bp and F’ESt(A) such that G’=XF’ or LF’ or 
RF’. Furthermore, let us suppose that G and G’ are reduced and G = G’. 
Case 1: If G = XF, O(F) starts #with L or R (since G is reduced). By definition of L and 
R, and since /IF II 3 5, F(0) or F(1) contains 00 as a factor; thus, G(0) or G(1) contains 
11 as a factor. But, for any x~(0, l>*, L(x) and R(x) do not contain 11 as a factor. 
Thus, if G’= LF’ or RF’, one has G’ # G; this contradicts the hypothesis. Conse- 
quently, G’ = XF’ and, in this case, F = F’ and the implication is true by induction. 
Case 2: Now, let us suppose that G = LF and G’ = RF’ (the case G = RF and G’ = LF’ 
would be similar). Since G is reduced, there exists { si, r2, sz,..., rq, s,} c N such that 
G=R”‘XLr2R”2X...XL’~RS~and sr>l; si>O, 2<i<q; riaO, 261’64; ri#O or si#O, 
2 <id q - 1. In the same way, there exists {r;, s;, r;, s;, . . , rb,, sb,} c N such that 
G’=Lr~R”~XLr~R”~X...XL’~~RS~~andr~~1;rj~0,2~i~q’;s~~0, l<i<q’;r;#Oor 
s:#O, 2<ibq’-1. 
If s; # 0 then, applying equality (2), one has G’ = RS; L’; X . . . XL’i,R”b, and F = F’. 
In this case the implication is true by induction. So let us suppose 
G’=L’;XL’;R”;X... XL’b’R”b’. If the least HEN such that si#O (rj#O) is odd then, 
applying equalities (2) and (3), one has that G’= RF’ (G = LF), and by induction the 
implication is true. On the other hand, if the least Jo k4 such that rj # 0 (s> #O) is even, 
then G (G’) starts with R”‘XL (L’iXR). 
Thus one has to examine the following cases: 
(i) G starting with R”‘XL or G= R”‘XR”‘X... XR”q or G= R”‘, and 
(ii) G’ starting with L*‘XR or G’= Lr’XLr2X... XL’q’ or G’= L”. 
One has, for any E N: 
L”(0) = 0, L”(l)=O”l; 
L”XR(O)=O” 1, L”XR(l)=O”+’ 1; 
L”XL(O)=O”l, L”XL( 1) = 0” 10. 
Thus, G’(0) and G’(1) both start with 0. 
Now, for any HEN, R”XL(O)= 10” and R”XL(l)= lo”+ ‘. Thus, if G starts with 
R”‘XL, one cannot have G=G’, which contradicts the hypothesis. In the same way, 
since R(1) = 10, if G = R”‘, one has a G(1) starting with 1; thus, G(1) # G’(l), which 
contradicts the hypothesis. Now, let us suppose that G= Rs1XRS2X... XR”q. Since, 
for any EN, XR”(O)=l, XR”(l)=O”l, R(O)=O, R(l)=lO, one has a G(0) or 
G(1) starting with 1. Thus, G(O)#G’(O) or G(l)# G’(l), which contradicts the 
hypothesis. 0 
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4. Conjecture 2 of K&a [7] 
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Before stating conjecture 2 of Kosa [7], the following definition is stated. 
Definition 4.1 (K&a [7]). GEEm(A) is regular if and only if the three following 
conditions hold: 
(1) G(0) contains letter 1 at least once; 
(2) G(1) contains letter 0 at least once; 
(3) At least one of the two following conditions holds: 
(a) G(0) contains letter 0 at least once, 
(b) G(1) contains letter 1 at least once. 
This means that G is strictly growing on the two letters 0 and 1, which assures that any 
stationary word Wof G (word such that there exists MN such that G”( IV)= IV) is in 
A”. The set of such morphisms on A is denoted by Reg(A). 
Conjecture 4.2 (K&a [7, Problem 150]). Zf GESt(A)nReg(A), then its stationary 
words are Sturmian. 
Let us recall a characteristic property of the Sturmian words (see, e.g. [9]): 
Definition 4.3. Let B be a two letter alphabet. For any word U in B” and any nEN, 
p(n) denotes the number of factors of U of length n. Then U is Sturmian if and only if 
p(n)=n+ 1, for any nEfW. 
The best known example of Sturmian word is the Fibonacci word: let 
B={a,b) and cp:B*+B*, 
aHub, 
bt-+a. 
The Fibonacci word is the fixed point of q, i.e. q”(a) (= q”(b)). 
It is well known (see, e.g. [ll]) that the morphism 
at-+ba, 
generates an infinite word which has the same factors as the Fibonacci word and 
which is, thus, also Sturmian. 
Let us now give a property of the Fibonacci morphisms cp and 9. 
Property 4.4. The image of any Sturmian word of B” by cp or @5 is also a Sturmian word. 
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Proof. Let WEB” be a Sturmian infinite word. Since W is Sturmian, W is not 
ultimately periodic; thus, cp( W) is not ultimately periodic (because cp is injective). 
Consequently, if p(n) denotes, for any no N, the number of factors of length n of cp( W), 
one has p(n)>n+ 1. 
Now, let us call, after Berstel [l], special factor a factor u of an infinite word on 
B such that ua and ub are also factors of this word. Since W is Sturmian, W contains 
exactly one special factor of length n, for any MN. But, since W is not ultimately 
periodic, cp( W) contains at least one special factor of length n, for any neN. Let u be 
such a factor. By definition of cp, u ends necessarily with a. So, let v‘EB+ be such that 
v=v’u. If v’ starts with a (b), there exists U, factor of W, such that v’=q(u) (uv’=q(u) 
and au is necessarily a factor of cp( W)). But, since u is a special factor of cp( W), vu and 
vb are factors of cp( W); thus, v’uub and v’ub are factors of cp( W). v’aab=cp(uba) and 
v’ub = cp(uu). Thus, uu and ub are factors of W. Consequently, u is the unique special 
factor of W and, so, v is also unique. Therefore, for any no kJ, cp( W) contains a 
unique special factor of length n, which means that p(n)dn+ 1. Since we saw above 
that p(n)>n+ 1, one has p(n)=n+ 1; cp( W) is, thus, Sturmian. 
The demonstration would be exactly the same for q(W) and the property is thus 
proved. 0 
After the Sturmian words, let us consider morphisms GESt(A)nReg(A) and give 
two properties of these. It is very easy to see that, for any GEEm(A), if W is 
a stationary word of G, then G( W) = W or G2( W) = W (this follows from the fact that 
A is a two letter alphabet). The property below follows immediately. 
Property 4.5. Let GESt(A)nReg(A) and WEA”. If W is a stationary word of G, then 
W is generated by G or G2 (this follows from the fact that ifu is a left factor of W, since 
G is necessarily strictly growing, then G(u) or G’(u) is a left factor of W strictly longer 
than u and starting with u). 
Property 4.6. Let GESt(A)nReg(A). Then O(G)E{X, XL, LX, XR, RX}‘\(X)+ . 
Proof. Since X2 = Id, one has: L = X2 L = LX2 and R =X2 R = RX’. Consequently, 
for any GESt(A), O(G)E{X, XL, LX, XR, RX}*. If GE{X}*, then G(O)=O, G(l)= 1 
(or G(O)=l, G(l)=O) and, in both cases, G#Reg(A). Thus, if GESt(A)nReg(A), 
O(G)E{X,XL,LX,XR,RX}+\{X)+. 0 
Now, we are ready to prove Conjecture 2 of K&a [7]. 
Proposition 4.7. If GESt(A)nReg(A), then its stationary words are Sturmiun. 
Proof. One has 
LX(O)=Ol, LX(l)=O; XL(O)= 1, XL(l)= 10; 
RX(O)= 10, RX(l)=O; XR(O)= 1, XR(l)=Ol 
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Thus, LX (RX) is obtained from cp (@) by replacing a by 0 and b by 1, and XL (XR) is 
obtained from cp (@) by replacing a by 1 and b by 0. 
Now, let GESt(A)nReg(A). By Property 4.6, G is a composition of Fibonacci 
morphisms and X. Furthermore, by Property 4.5, the stationary words of G are Go(u) 
or (G2)w(~), UE{O, l}. 
By Property 4.4, the images of any factor of a Sturmian word by the Fibonacci 
morphisms are factors of Sturmian words. Consequently, since, for any no N, applica- 
tion of the morphism X does not change the number of factors of length n of a word, 
the image of a left factor of a Sturmian word by G or G2 is also a left factor of 
a Sturmian word. 
Thus, if W is a stationary word of G, then, for any Y~E N, p(n) d n + 1. But, W cannot 
be ultimately periodic. (In fact, if G generates an ultimately periodic word and 
O(G)E(X, XL, LX, XR, RX}+\(X)+, then G(O)=0 or G(l)= 1; thus, G$Reg(A).) 
(For a complete characterization of all the binary morphisms which generate ulti- 
mately periodic words, see [ 131.) 
Thus, for any HEN, p(n) 3 n + 1. Consequently, if W is a stationary word of G then, 
for any no N, p(n) = n + 1, which means that W is Sturmian and completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.7 0 
Some remarks need to be made about this result. The first two ones imply that the 
two conditions of Proposition 4.7 are both necessary. 
Remark 4.8. GEReg(A) does not imply that all stationary words of G are Sturmian. 
Example. The Thue-Morse sequences (defined as the stationary words of the 
morphism p: A * +A *, ~(0) = 01, p( 1) = 10) are a well-known example of non-Sturmian 
words. In fact, in these sequences p(n) 3 2n, for any Y~E N (see [ 151). Thus, in Proposi- 
tion 4.7 the condition GcSt(A) is necessary. 
Remark 4.9. O(G)E{X, XL, LX, XR, RX}+\(X)+ d oes not imply that all station- 
ary words of G are Sturmian. 
Example. Let us consider XRX (XRX(O)=Ol, XRX(l)=l). O(XRX)E 
{X, XL, LX, XR, RX]+ \{ X}‘. However, XRXO(O) (=Ol”), which is a stationary 
word of XRX, is not a Sturmian word. 
Thus, in Proposition 4.7 the condition GEReg(A) is necessary. The following remark 
shows that the converse of Property 4.6 is false. 
Remark 4.10. O( G)E{ X, XL, LX, XR, RX}’ \ { X}’ does not imply that GEReg(A). 
Example. XRX( 1) = 1, thus XRX (see the previous example) is an example of a mor- 
phism such that @(G)E{X,XL,LX,XR,RX}+\{X}+ does not imply that 
GEReg(A). 
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5. Conjectures 3 and 4 of K&a [7] 
After combinatorial considerations on Sturmian words and morphisms, proofs of 
Conjectures 3 and 4 of Kosa [7] involve more arithmetic and need some preliminary 
definitions, 
Definition 5.1. Let 
G: A*+A*, 
OH 101, 
1k-+10101, 
G = XRXRXL and Q is its only fixed point (Q is an infinite word, Q = G”‘(0) = G”(1)). 
Let B0 = { 1,2) and B1 = {2,3} be alphabets. Let 
HO:A*+B;, and H,:A*-tBT, 
ow2, O-23, 
lw.21, 1~233. 
Let t( j, i) be the ith letter of Hi(Q), j=O, 1, HEN. Finally, let f(Y, j)= - l+~~=, 
t( j, i), j=O, 1, EFU. (Note that here the first letter of H(Q) has index 1 and not 0 as in 
the basic definition of infinite words.) 
Conjecture 5.2 (K&a [7, Problem 1.511). For any rE:N, 
Or, O)= ! l+&+l-J5 2 ~ 1 4 ’ 
f(r, l)= 
L 
3+J5 l+J5 
Fr-- 
! 
4 ’ 
(where Lx 1 denotes the integer part of x). 
The proofs of these conjectures need auxiliary constructions and some properties of 
the Fibonacci numbers and the Fibonacci word. 
5.1. Some properties of the Fibonacci numbers 
(For details on these properties, see in particular Cl].) Fibonacci numbers can be 
defined as follows: 
FO=l, F,=2, 
F n+2- -F,+I +F, for any nEN. 
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Theorem 5.3 (Zeckendorf). Any integer n > 0 can be decomposed into a sum of distinct 
Fibonacci numbers: 
n=Fk,+ ... +F,‘_,+Fk, (k,> ... >k,-,>k,.). 
Furthermore, this decomposition is unique under the following condition: 
(4 ki>ki+l+2 for any i<r 
(which means that there are no consecutive indices). 
Now, let 
and &=k$!!=_i= -0.618 . . . 
One has then 
(a) &‘=&+l 
(b) For any nEN, @6”+6n+1=&; 
(c) For any nEN, F,+1=@F,+6”+2. 
5.2. Some properties of the Fibonacci word 
As seen in Section 4 the Fibonacci word, which is denoted as F, is the fixed point of 
the morphism 
cp:B*+B*, 
where B = (a, b }. Now, let u be a left factor of F, 1 u 13 3. If there exists some PE N, p >, 2, 
such that / UJ = F,, then it is well known that 1 u liI = F,_ 1 and 1 u lb = F,_ 2. Otherwise, 
there exists {k,,k,,...,k,}cN such that IuI=Fkl+Fkz+ ... +Fk, and for which 
condition (z) is true. In this case u can be written as u = ukl ukZ .. . uk,, with I uki / = Fki, for 
any ie N, 1 did r. By construction of F any of the uki’s is a left factor of F, which means 
that, for any iEN, 1 didr, if ki>2 one has IZ4kila=Fki_1 and (U&,=Fk,_z. 
Since condition (z) is true, k, _ 1 z 2. Therefore, 
I”k,uk*...Uk,-,la=Fk,~l+Fkz-l+ ... +Fkr-,-I, 
1 uk, ukz . . ’ Uk,_,h=Fk,-z+Fkl-z+ ... +Fkr-,-2. 
Now, if k, = 1 one has necessarily uk, = ab, and if k, = 0, one has &, = a. 
Consequently, one has the following property. 
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Property 5.4. For any UEB+ such that u is a left factor of F, let { kI, . . . , k,} c N, Y 2 1, 
be such that IuI=Fk, + ... +Fk, (with condition (z)). Then, 
if k.22, Iul,=Fkl-~+ ... +F,c-1, Iulb=Fkl-2+ ... +Fk,-2, 
ifk,= 1, I4a=Fkl-1+ ... +Fk,-,-1+Fo, 
I4t,=Fk,-z+ ... +Fk,-I-z+Fo, 
ifk,=O, l&=Fkj-I+ ... +F,c-,-l+Fo, 
IuIb=Fk,-2+ ... +Fk,_,_2. 
Let US now establish two combinatorial properties of the Fibonacci word which are 
going to be very useful in the rest of this section. 
Property 5.5. (a) F=(cp~@2)(a)(cp~@2)2(a)...(cp~$2)i(a)..., 
(b) F=a(@~q~@)(ba)(@~cp~Q)2(ba)...(@~cp~$)’(ba).... 
Proof. First observe that it is enough to prove (a) because (a) implies (b). Indeed, 
F=(cp~@2)(a)(cp~$2)2(a)...(p~@2)i(a)... 
=(@~cp~@)(ba)($~fp~$)2(ba)...($~cp~@)i(ba) . . . 
But (see [12, p. 150]), (G2)“(a)=abF and @((G2)“(a))=baF. Thus, baF=@(abF)= 
baa $ (F ). Consequently, F = a @(I; ) and (b) follows immediately. 
Now, in order to prove (a), let us suppose that the left factor u of F, 
IuI=F,+F6+ ... +F3,,, is such that u=(cp”@2)(a)...(cpo@2)n(a) (this is true for 
n= 1 or 2) and show by induction that in this case the left factor u of F, 
lul=F,+ ... +F,,+F,,,+,,, is such that v=(cp~~2)(a)...(q~@2)“(a)(~~@2)“+1(a). 
Fact 5.6. v = cp 3 (ua). 
Proof. cp3(a)=abaab, q3(b)=aba, 
IuaI=IuI+1=F,+F6+ ... +F3,+1 
=F,,+ ... +F6+F3+Fo. 
Thus, by Property 5.4 
luaJ,=F3,-1+ ... +F,+F2+F, and 
IuaI,=F,,-,+ ... +F4+F1. 
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Therefore, 
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=F3+Ffj+ ... +F3"+F3fn+1) 
=IvI. 
But u is a left factor of F; thus, ua or ub is a left factor of F. 
If ua is a left factor of F, q3(uu) is a left factor of F. 
If ub is a left factor of F, ubu is also a left factor of F and cp3(uba) is a left factor of F. 
But cp3(uba)=cp3(ua)uub. 
Thus, in both cases, cp3(ua) is a left factor of F and, since v is also a left factor of 
F and I~l=I~~(ua)l, v=cp3(uu). This completes the proof of Fact 5.6. 0 
Fact 5.7. For any in N - {0}, there exists xiE{ a, b} + such that 
(Cp’ ~2)i(U)=UXi and ~3(((P03)2)i-1(u))=xiu. 
Proof. Let y=@2(((po@2)i-1(u)). Then 
(cp~@‘)~(a)=q(y) and $3((~0@2)i-1(u))=@(y). 
But it is well known (see [l]) that, for any factor u of F, u@(u)=q(u)u. Thus, 
if q(y)=axi, cp(y)~=UXiU=u@(y) and, SO, @(y)=Xiu. This completes the proof of 
Fact 5.7. 0 
Proof of Property 5.5 (continued). Now since, for any iEN, (cp 0 @2)i(u) starts with a, 
uu=(cp”$)(u)...(cpo@2)” (u)u 
=uxlax2u . . . ux,u 
=ucp3(u)(~3(cp~cp2)(u))...(@3(lp~~2)n-1(u)). 
Consequently, applying q2 0 q = (p2 0 i& 
v=q3(uu) 
=(P3(u~3(u)...(~3(cpO~‘2)“~1(u))) 
=rp3(u)(cp~~2)2(,)...(~~~2)n+l(u), 
and, since q3(u)=(cp 0 q2)(u), Property 5.5 is proved. 0 
Now, before giving auxiliary constructions needed to show that conjectures 3 and 
4 of Kosa [7] are true, a useful property about the length of the left factors of F is 
stated. 
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Property 5.8. Let v be a left factor of F such that 
Then, there exists {11, . . , lk} c N such that 
IvI=Fl,+ ... +F1, and k<p+3. 
Proof. F3+F6+ ... +Fsp+Fsp< IvIdF3+Fs+ ...+F3p+F3(p+lI implies, using 
Property 5.5(a), that there exist uE(a, b}+ and xE{a, b}+ such that 
Thus, 
= (cp 0 ij2)(a). . .(cp 0 @2)p(a)(q 0 @J~)“(u)x. 
= Fsp+ Fjp+ . ..+Fg+F3+IxI. 
But, since F3p<I~I<F3~p+1~, ~<IxI~F~~~+~~-F~~ and, since F3(p+lj-F3p= 
F 3p+2+F3p_1, ~<IxIGF~~+~+F~~_~. Thus, there exists {iI,...,i,)cN such that 
iId3p+2 and IxI=Fi,+Fi,+ ... +Fir (with condition (z)). 
Let v’ be such that v=v’x. One has lv’l= F3p+ F3p+ ... + F6+ F3 and it will be 
shown that 1x1 does not add more than 3 to the number of factors of the decomposi- 
tion of (~‘1. Since i2 <3p and i,_ 2 > 4, first it is proved that the addition of F,, 4 < t < 3p, 
in Iv’\ does not increase the number of factors in the decomposition of Iv’\. 
Casel: F,=F3,,2dsQp.Inthiscasethereexistsi~~,O~i~p-2,suchthats=p-i. 
Iv’I+F,=F3,+ ... +2F3(p-i)+F3(p-i-l)+ ... +F3 
(with, eventually, F3 = F3(p_i- 1j ). But 2F3(p-i)+F3(p-i-1)=F3(p-i)+l+F3(p-i)-l. 
Thus, 
Case 2: Ft=F3s+1, 1 <s<p- 1. In this case, there exists ieN, 1 bibp- 1, such that 
s=p-i. 
lv’l+F,=F~p+ ... +F3(p-i)+l+F3(p-i)+ ‘.. +F3 
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(with, eventually, F, =F3(p-ij ). But F3(p-i)+l+F3(p-i)=F3(p-i)+2. Thus, 
Iu’(+F,=FQ+ ‘.. +F3(p-i)+2+ “’ +F3. 
Case 3: Fr=F3s+2, l<s<p-1. In this case, there exists HEN, l<i<p-1, such 
that s=p-ii. 
(with, eventually, F3p=F3(p_i+l,). But F3(p_i+l)+F -F 3(p I)+Z- _’ 3(p-i+l)+l. Thus, 
Iu’J+F,=F~~+ “. +F3(p-i+l)+l+ ‘.. +F3. 
Consequently, in the three cases, the number of factors in the decomposition 
of Iu‘/ is not increased by the addition of F,, 4~ t<3p, which means that the 
number of factors in the decomposition of Iu’[ is not increased by the addition of 
FL,+ ... +Fi,_2. Thus, the number of factors in the decomposition of lu’l can be 
increased only by addition of Fi, , Fin_ 1 and Fi,.. Therefore, the number of factors in the 
decomposition of / u I is less than or equal to the number of factors in the decomposi- 
tion of [u’[ increased by 3. And, since 
Iu’I=F~~+F~~+F~~~--~~+F~~~-~~+ . ..+Fg+Fx 
=F3p+~+F3p-~+F3(p-2j+...+F~+F3, 
lu’l is decomposed into p factors. Thus, there exists {Ii, . . . , Ik} c N such that 
Ivl=FI,+.~~+Fl, and k<p+3. 0 
Using this property, it is not difficult to prove the following property. 
Property 5.9. Let v be a left factor of F such that 
1 +Fq+F,+ ... +F~p+l+F~p+l 
<IuI~~+F~+F~+...+F~~+~+F~(~+~), PEN. 
Then, there exists {11, . . , Ik}cN such that IuI=FL,+ ... +Fl, and k<p+4. 
5.3. Auxiliary constructions 
Let 
Go : B,*+B;, and G1 
2H21221, 
lH.221. 
: BT+B:, 
2~233, 
3~23233. 
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Property 5.10. (a) H,,(Q)=G,“(2); (b) H,(Q)=GY(2) 
Proof. The proof is given here only for (a) ((b) can be proved with exactly the same 
arguments). 
SinceG(O)=lOl andG(1)=10101,Gisobtainedfrom~2~cp(=(p2~~)byreplacing 
a by 1 and b by 0. Therefore, applying properties of the Fibonacci morphisms, if u is 
a left factor of H,(Q) and u’ is a left factor of Q = GW(0) such that u=Ho(u’), then 
[~I=F,olu’l=F,_~ (for some HEN-(O)). 
Now, it is proved that, for any IZE N, if u is the left factor of length F, of H,(Q) and 
v the left factor of length F, of G;(2), then u = u. The proof is by induction on it and the 
statement can be easily verified for n d 3. Consequently, let us suppose that it is true 
for any HEN, n>3, and show that it is then also true for p=n+ 1. 
Let u be the left factor of H,(Q) of length F, and v, the left factor of G;(2) of length 
F,. Go can be obtained from rpo 4’ by replacing a by 2 and b by 1. 
Thus, as earlier, v= G,(v’), where v’ is the left factor of length Fp_3 of G;(2). By 
induction, v’ is also a left factor of H,(Q) and there exists u’, a left factor of Q, such 
that v=HO(u’) and Ju’I =Fpm4. Therefore, v=GO(v’)=GO~HO(u’). But CooHo= 
H,, 0 G; thus, v = H, 0 G(u). 
Now, since U’ is a left factor of Q, Ho 0 G(u’) is a left factor of H,(Q) and, since 
/Ho~G(u’)l=F,, u=Ho 0 G(u’) = v. This completes the proof. 0 
Now, we are ready to prove that Conjectures 3 and 4 of Kosa [7] are true. 
Proposition 5.11. For any reN,f(r, 0)= 
Proof. Let F’ be obtained from F by replacing a by 2 and b by 1 (F’ is the Fibonacci 
word on the alphabet B,). Since G,, is obtained from cp 0 Q2 by replacing a by 2 and 
b by 1 (see Property 5.10), by Property 5.5, F’= G,(2)Gi(2). . . Gb(2). . . Now, let u~J3: 
be a left factor of H,(Q). Since, by Property 5.10, H,(Q)= G;(2), u is a left factor of 
G;(2). If IuI < 89 (= F,), it is a bit tedious but easy to verify the assertion of 
Proposition 5.11. Otherwise, since for any neN, G”,(2) is a left factor of G:(2), there 
exists PEN, p3 3, such that GP,(2) is a proper left factor of u and u is a left factor of 
GE+l(2), which means that Fjp< IuI d F3cp+ 1l. Thus, there exists VEBJ such that v is 
a left factor of F’ and v= G,(2). . . GP,(2)u. 
Let{I,,...,I,}cN besuchthatIzI=F,,+...+F,,.Onehasthen 
and, by Property 5.8, one can suppose that k<p+ 3. By Property 5.4, there are three 
possible cases according as lk = 0, 1, = 1 or lk > 2. 
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Case I: I,> 2. In this case, by Property 5.4, 
/u(~=F~,-~+‘.-+F~,_~-F~-F~-...-F~~_~, 
~~~~=FI,-~+..-+F~,_~-F,-F,--..-F~~-~. 
Now, let ~-EN, r=(ul:f(r,O)= -l+xTE1 t(O,i). But, for any ieN--{0}, ~(0, i) 
denotes the ith letter of H,(Q). Thus, for any i<r, ~(0, i)=2 if the ith letter of u is 
a 2 and t(0, i)= 1 if the ith letter of u is a 1. Consequently, of= 1 r(O, i)=2)uJ, + JuJ1 and 
,f(r,0)=-1+2(F1,_1+~..+F,,_,-Fz-Fg--..-FF3p_1) 
+(F1,-z+...+FI,_2-F1--Fq-...-F3p_2) 
=-l+Fl,+l+..’ +F~,+1-Fq-F7-...-F3p+l. 
Case 2: lk = I. In this case, by Property 5.4, 
Iu12=F1,-1+..-+FI,_,-1+Fo-Fz-Fs-...-F3p-1, 
lull=F,,-,+...-tF~,_,-,-tF,-F,--~-...-F,,_,. 
Let rEN, r= jul. As in the previous case, 
f(r,O)=-l+2(FI,_1+...+F,,_,_,+Fo-F,-Fg--..-FF3p-,) 
+(F~,-2+...+FI~_,-z+Fo-FI-Fq-...-F3p_2) 
=-l+FFI,+l+... +FF,,_,+1+3Fo-F4-F7-...-F3p+1. 
But 3F0 = 3 = F2 = FI, + 1 (since 2, = 1). Thus, 
f(r,0)=-1+F,,+1+...+F~,+1-Fq-_F7--..-_F3p+l. 
Case 3: lk=O. In this case, by Property 5.4, 
Iu1~=F~,-~+~~.+F~k_,-~+Fo-F2-F5-...-F3P_~r 
/u/,=F~,_2+...+F1,_,_2-F1-Fq-...-F3p_2. 
Let rgN, I.=)u). As in Case 1, 
f(r,O)=-1+2(F,,_1+...+F1,_,-,+Fo-F,-Fg--..--_F3~_1) 
+(Fl,-z+ ... +FL,-z-F1 -F,- ... -F3p-2) 
=-l+FI,+l+... +FL,_,+,+2F,,-Fq-F,-...-F3p+l. 
But 2F0 = 2 = F1 = FI, + 1 (since Ik = 0). Thus, 
f(r,0)=-l+F~,+1+~~~+F~,+1-F4-F7--~--FF3p+1. 
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So, in all the three cases 
j-(r,O)=-l+F~,+l+~-~+FI,+l-FFq-F,-~~~-F~p+l. 
Now, applying F,, 1 = @F, + @+’ for any ~GN (see the properties of the Fibonacci 
numbers, Section 51(c)), 
f(r,O)=-l+~(FI,+...+F,,-Fg-FFs-...-F,,) 
+&I,+2 + ...+~1,+2_~5_~8_..._~3p+2, 
But, 
f(l+Js)r+a(l-J5)=~IuI+~~ 
Consequently, one has to show the two following inequalities: 
-1+$1+2+ . . . +$k+2_$_&3_ . . . _$p+2& 
3&$1+2+ . . . +&+2_4;5_&_ . . . _$3~+2 
Since 6 < 0 and lk > 0, 
$,+2 
+ 
. . . +&+2< 2 62i. 
i=l 
@, 64, . . . ) ~6’~) is a geometrical progression whose first term and ratio are 6”. Thus, 
k 
c 
$2i=&2 
= 6;(62k- 1). 
i=l 
(6’, $8, ...) 63p+2 ) is a geometrical progression whose first term is 6” and ratio is 6”. 
Furthermore, this progression contains p terms; thus, 
_&5_&_ . . . _$3~+2= -65 ^ = -5~4(~3”_ 1). 
Consequently, 
-1+&+2+ . . . +&+2_$_$_ . . . _&3~+2 
< - 1+&(&“- l)-+C”(&p- 1). 
But 
-1+6(4+-l) __9$4(&3~_1)=_1_$+3~4+~2k+1_)$3p+4 
and 
-1-&+)<lj4=f&. 
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Therefore, 
-I+&+2+ . . . +&+2 _&&_ . . . _+‘+2<+&+&k+i _+$“P+“. 
Since 2k + 1 is odd and 6 < 0, 62k+ 1 < 0. If p is even, i&3p’ 4 is positive and, thus, 
+&+&2”+1+$3p+4 
~46. Otherwise, since k<p+3, 2k+162p+7 and pa3 
implies 2p + 7 d 3p + 4. Consequently, since - 1< 6 < 0, GZk+ 1 < <p3p+4 < 0. Thus, 
62k+ 1 -i63p+4<0, which means that ~6+62k+1-)&3pi4<~6 and completes the 
proof of the first inequality. 
For the second inequality, since 6 < 0 and lk >, 0, 
k 
$1+2+$/2+2+ ... +&b+22 C &2i+l 
i=l 
(63, $5, . . . ) @+ l ) is a geometrical progression whose first term is 6” and ratio is 6’. 
Furthermore, this progression contains k terms. Thus, 
63+&5+ . . . +&2k+l=&3 
Consequently, 
&*+2+ . . . +&+2_&-&8_ . . . _&3P+2,62(,-2k_,,_),4($3,_,,. 
But 
Therefore, 
&+2+ . . . +&+2_$5_$8_ . . . _&3p+2&+&2(k+l)_+&3p+4 
Since 2(k + 1) is even, 62(k+ ‘)>O. 
If p is odd :63p’4 . 1s negative and, thus, )~+~2(k’1)-~~3p’4>)~. Otherwise, 
sincep~3,p~4.But,sincek~p+3,2(k+1),<2p+8,andp~4implies2p+8~3p+4. 
Consequently, since _l<&<O &(k+l)>@+4>0 Thus, ,$(k+1)_+~3p+4>0 
which means that +6+62(k+1)-$ 3P+4 >+6 and completes the proof of the second 
inequality and, therefore, the proof of Proposition 5.11. 0 
Proposition 5.12. For any HEN, 
3+J5 l+J5 
f(r, l)= Tr-- 
4 
L J 
Proof. Let F” be obtained from F by replacing a by 3 and b by 2 (F” is the Fibonacci 
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word on the alphabet B,). G, is obtained from @ 0 cp 0 I$ by replacing a by 3 and b by 
2 (see Property 5.10) and, by Property 5.5, 
F”= 3G1(23)G:(23) . . . G’;(23) . . 
Now, let UEB: be a left factor of H,(Q). Since, by Property 5.10, H,(Q)= G?(2), u is 
a left factor of G?(2). If 1 u\ d 610 (= F1 3)r it can be verified (using a computer) that the 
assertion of Proposition 5.4 is true. Otherwise, there exists PEN, ~24, such that 
Gf(23) is a proper left factor of u and u is a left factor of G{+‘(23), which means that 
F 3p+1 <IuIGF~(~+IJ+I. Thus, there exists UEB: such that u is a left factor of F” and 
u=3G1(23)...G’;(23)u. 
Let {I1,...,Ik}cN be such that IuI=FI,+...+FI,. Then 
=F[,+ ... +FL,-1-Fq-...-F3p+1r 
and, by Property 5.9, one can suppose that k<p+4. 
By Property 5.4, there are three possible cases according as lk = 0, lk = 1 or Ik > 2. Let 
TEN, r = I u 1. As in the proof of Proposition 5.11, it is easy to show that, in these three 
cases, 
f(r, l)= -l+F I,+z+ ... +Fl,+2-Fe-F9- ... -F3tp+lj-3. 
Now, applying the fact that, for any nEN, F,, 1 = @F,+ &+’ and @&” + &“+I = 
&’ (see the properties of the Fibonacci numbers, Section 5.1, (b) and (c)), for any HEN, 
F n+2=@2F,+6”+2. Thus, 
f(r,1)=-1+@2(F~,+~~~+F1,-F~-F7--~~-F3p+1) 
+$I+2 + . . . +&+2 _+_&9_ . . . _$3(~+1)_3, 
and, since 3 = F, = @‘+ 6’ and &2= 6” -& (see the properties of the Fibonacci 
numbers, (Section 5.1, (a)), 
f(r,l)=--++2(FI,+~~~+Flk-F4-F7-~~.-F3p+1) 
+&+2+ . . . +&+2_&3_&_ . . . _-3(~+l)+& ~2. 
But, 
+(3+J5)r-&(l +J5)=@‘lUl-_@ 
=@2(Fl,+...+F1,-1-Fq--..-F3p+1) -f@ 
=@2(F,,+...+FI,-Fq-...-F3p+1)-@2 -4-Q 
Consequently, one has to show the 2 following inequalities: 
-1+$1+2+ . . . +&+2_cj?3_Qi6_ . . . _&3’p+“+G< _fqj, 
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and 
_+4j<&+2+ . . . +&l,+2_&3_$_ . . . _-3(~+1)+& 
As in the proof of Proposition (5.11) 
&+2+ . . . +,~,+2<(p(&k_l). 
Furthermore, (g3, 8, , 63(pf1) ) is a geometrical progression whose first term and 
ratio are 83 and which contains (p+ 1) terms. Thus, 
_G”_$“_ . . . _$3(~+1)= -63 (6;3+y;1)c _+$(&3Cp+U -11, 
Consequently, 
-1+$1+2+ . +$,+2_63_& . . . _-3(“+1)+$ 
and, since - l+i&‘= -i@, 
-1+&+2+ . . . +&+2_$3_$5_ . . . _43(~+1)+$ 
Since 2k+ 1 is odd and 6 <O, G2k+1 <O. If p is odd, i$3P+5 is positive and, 
thus, _+@+++1_)~3~+5 
< -f@. Otherwise, since kdp+4, 2k+ 162p+9 and 
p 3 4 implies 2p + 9 < 3p + 5. Consequently, since - 1 < 6 < 0, G2k + l < 63P+ 5 < 0. So, 
$2k+l 
-i63p’5 <O, which means that -t@+ GZk+i -)&3p+5 < -j@ and completes 
the proof of the first inequality. 
For the second inequality, it is easy to show, as in the proof of Proposition 5.11, 
that: 
&+2+ . +$r+2_&3_&6_ . . . _&3(~+1)+& 
Since 2(k+ 1) is even, G2(k+ “>O. If p is even, i63P+5 is negative and, thus, 
_+@+~““+“_f$p+” > -@. Otherwise, since p 34, pa 5. Consequently, as 
above, 2(k+ 1)63p+ 5 and, thus, -@+ G2(k+1)-$&3pf5 > -f@. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 5.12. 0 
Note added in proof 
Recently, F. Mignosi and the author showed that the converse of Proposition 4.7 is 
true (see “Actes du Colloque Themate” in a special issue of Stiminaire de Thttorie des 
Nombres Bordeaux. See also a recent work of Dulucq and Gouyou-Beauchamps [16]. 
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